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Now in its fourth edition, this classic reference book helps counselors, pastors, and individual

Christians with specific personal needs find sound scriptural guidance for resolving problems and

growing in faith. The updated cover and packaging will attract new buyers to this already popular

reference tool.
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Healing words from God's Word--right at your fingertipsEveryone encounters personal problems, big

and small, and Christians are not immune. From adultery to worry and anger to persecution, every

affliction common to humankind affects us at one time or another.This classic reference is an

essential tool for Christian counselors, pastors, and laypeople who desire to be equipped to help

others cope and grow through their trials. Arranged topically for easy access to the Scriptures that

speak to the heart of each issue, this book covers a wide range of subjects, includingÃ‚Â·

anxietyÃ‚Â· childrenÃ‚Â· contentmentÃ‚Â· divorceÃ‚Â· forgiving othersÃ‚Â· husband/wife

relationshipsÃ‚Â· overcoming sinÃ‚Â· prayerÃ‚Â· self-controlÃ‚Â· temptationÃ‚Â· waiting on the

LordÃ‚Â· work	With pertinent Bible passages at the ready, you will always have just the right words

to say--right when they are most needed.John G. Kruis was a pastor and the founder of the Biblical

Counseling Center in Jenison, Michigan.

John G. Kruis was a pastor and the founder of the Biblical Counseling Center in Jenison, Michigan.



Terrific topical Bible index focused on what are generally classified as "counseling" issues. I have

found this invaluable when the proper verse just won't come to mind, or when additional verses

would be helpful. This has also been helpful in identifying verses to memorize.I have mixed feelings

about the use of multiple translations. While most are translations I use, there are a couple of

versions that I do not generally use due to their level of "dynamic equivalence". That being said,

their level of readability can be valuable in this application.I especially like the Kindle format. I can

keep it on my phone for those times when I am not near my books. It is always easier to find that

way also. The price of the Kindle format is great too!

Nice counseling reference. I have the 3rd edition, this is Expanded edition. Some minor differences

like quotes are in different Bible versions and printing is layed out differently, but still not a bad

reference. Thanks.

I have owned a couple of copies of this gook over the years. I always find it handy when preparing

to counsel someone to refresh my memory as to where to find the relevant texts for the issue at

hand.

I would have given it 5 stars but - the usage of a mixture of different Bible translations could be

confusing to those you are counseling with.

very helpful when searching for scriptures for different topics. its good sound reference book.

I'm absolutely delighted it has now come out electronically! I've used the printed version for several

years and keep it by the phone for those unexpected calls for help. This electronic version is all of

the printed had and much more portable on the iPad. Thank you for making it electronic!KA

I will be using these in my counseling profession. I absolutely love it!!

When you need verses on how to deal with a problem, this book list verses together by topics to

understand God's point of view on an issue.
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